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C. diff. Spores and More
Tuesday at 10 AM Pacific

Tune in

November 28th 2017:Encore: C.diff. Survivors: A Road To
Recovery
Join us with our guests, Lisa Hurka-Covington, Kathy Bischoff,
Renetta Dudinski, and Veronica Edmond all C. diff. Survivors
sharing their personal journey and road to recovery from a C.
difficile infection. Nothing resonates more than the words
shared from an individual who has been diagnosed, treated,
and has recovered from this infection and other wellnessdraining illnesses. If you have any questions for any of our
guests, e-mail them to info@cdifffoundation.org and we look
forward to answering them on the live broadcast.
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Featured Guests
Lisa Hurka Covington
I am a C. diff. Survivor. I survived a fourteen month battle with a C.diff, infection
beginning in 2012, which forever changed my life. My weight went from 125 pounds, to
only 99. After taking over a dozen prescriptions of antibiotics trying to resolve this
infection, nothing worked leading to a fecal transplant (FMT), saving my life. Prayers are
powerful. "Every negative situation has something positive that one day will evolve."
Read more

Kathy Bischoff
I am a C.diff. survivor. I am a wife, mother and my career was in government. I retired
excited to “live the good life”. My husband and I Moved to AR to enjoy the beauty of the
Mountains, travel and greet each day as a new adventure. Upon dismissal of an
emergency hospital admission I was told “by the way, you have C.diff” and my life has
forever changed. I survived a C.diff. infection with eight + recurrences over 17 months. If
it were not for the C Diff Foundation's education, prevention and advocacy mission I
would not be here today.
Read more

Renetta Dudinski
I am a C.diff. survivor land reside in a rural area of Illinois. It was a severe C. diff.
infection with many recurrences and I am still recovering from side effects of the
infection today. The isolation, severe physical pain, missing my beloved son's
wedding, and not being able to visit my elderly father has caused me great emotional
pain. One positive avenue found to combat the emotional pain and to help combat this
"superbug" is becoming a C Diff Foundation Volunteer to help educate and advocate
for C. diff. infection prevention, treatments, environmental safety and save lives at every
opportunity and in every community.
Read more

Veronica Edmond
I am a C. diff. Survivor and I celebrate eight years since conquering Stage III breast
cancer, I also celebrate the miracle of overcoming a C.diff. infection. During my ordeal, I
contracted C.diff. and it was a most horrific experience. I remember being quarantined
for almost 20 days in the hospital, taking an arsenal of antibiotics, but nothing seemed
to work. At the eleventh hour, an infectious disease specialist was summoned to my
rescue. He prescribed a life-saving antidote, which quickly reversed my grim
prognosis. Within days, the infection had cleared and I was released to go home. This
total experience was nothing short of a miracle! I share more in my new book, My
Glorious Opposit
Read more
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